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Horizon Utilities – who we are
• Municipally-owned 100% – Hamilton
and St. Catharines – 7 former utilities
• 240,000 customers, 436 employees,
$566 million in assets
• Track record of low controllable costs,
low rates in all customer classes and
full returns for shareholders
• Seeking to make our communities great
places to live and work through
innovation and community sustainability
principles
• Welcome new shareholders – build a
great company on a platform large
enough to take full advantage of
combined company strengths
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First Member to Receive Designation

Overview
• What are some of the challenges facing Ontario LDCs?
• What are the directions the LDC sector is taking on consolidation?
– Business as Usual – Incremental M&A consolidation, etc.
– Cooperative arrangements – area of increased activity
– One Large LDC – Hydro One’s quest for North American scale

– Regional LDCs – ODSP recommendation, no path to get there

• What are the views of the parties on LDC consolidation?
• How is Horizon creating value for customers and shareholders?
• What does Horizon offer LDCs looking for partnerships?
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Greater technology changes coming for LDCs
• Past, present and future
– quite different demands
of LDCs
• Changes being driven by
customer demands –
more self-serve options,
more automation /
control over tools and
devices in home and
place of business
• Changes being driven by “community power” – local micro-grids
tied to electric vehicles plugged from home and other renewable
energy projects
• Changes being driven by disruptive technology – distributed
energy, potential for grid parity
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Extensive and expensive duplication of effort
• LDC structure contributes to higher cost of living, higher cost of
doing business
• 73 LDCs and 200 distinct
LDC service territories
• Smallest is 1,200
customers and largest is
1.2 million
• 25 towns with two or more
different LDC ops centres
• Extensive asset
duplication from so many
LDC borders
• Cost borne in higher
customer rates
• ODSP suggested $1.7B in opex savings and $1.3B in
avoided capex in first 10 years from consolidation
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LDC costs no longer the smallest slice
• Electricity distribution costs have increased from 15% to 22% of the
total bill since industry restructuring in the late 1990s
• Increase is actually from 15% to 25% when taxes are not included

EDA submission to
Macdonald 1996
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Elston Report 2012

NB: EDA was then the MEA or Municipal Electricity Association. Macdonald refers to Advisory Committee on Competition
in Ontario’s Electricity System, and Elston to Ontario Distribution Sector Review Panel.

LDC sector is stressed – costs up, returns down
• 39% increase in sector average OM&A
per customer since OEB reporting
began in 2005
• 25% up in sector
average Revenue
per customer

• 15% increase in
CPI same eight
years
• 5.36% sector average Return on
Equity – now at its lowest point
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Source: OEB Yearbook of Electricity Distributors. NB: Yearbook first published in 2005.

ROE

1) Business as usual
• Many shareholders unaware of comparative LDC performance
– No burning platform for consolidation

• No significant transactions for many years
– Barrie (50K customers) joined PowerStream (2009)

• Most consolidations are smaller LDCs
– Clinton, Dutton, Newbury, Terrace Bay, West Perth, etc.

• Removal of Transfer Tax thought to be answer
– Fear of privatization may still be a barrier in many communities

• Relying on regulatory framework
– Discrete Cost of Service framework for each LDC has not been paired
with effective sector benchmarking
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RRF rankings – do we have incentives right?
• 6 LDCs in OEB’s Group I
(best stretch factor) average
10K customers in size
• Represent just 1.2% of all 4.9
million customers
• Largest is 21K customers and
smallest being 2.7K
• Is the benchmarking missing
something and exceptions are
getting through?
• If the benchmarking is not
right, are we rewarding the
right LDCs?
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How Group I compares to LDC sector average
NFA /
Customer

Capex /
Customer

OM&A /
Customer

$1,683

$275

$307

E.L.K Energy Inc.

$637

$30

$207

Halton Hills Hydro

$1,924

$354

$283

Hearst Power

$318

$10

$294

Hydro Hawkesbury

$441

$39

$183

Northern Ontario Wires

$803

$137

$402

Wasaga Distribution

$882

$138

$225

$1,697

$223

$217

Group I vs. Sector Average
Sector Average

(ex. Hydro One)

Horizon Utilities (Group II)

• 5 of 6 Group I LDCs have very low NFA per customer – all LDCs
embedded in Hydro One
• 5 of 6 have low NFA and very low Capex, well below replacement
• OM&A is generally low, but most not lower than Horizon Utilities
• Halton Hills Hydro is a solid performer
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Source: 2012 OEB Yearbook.

No easy LDC sale / merger – Tillsonburg Hydro
• Tillsonburg Hydro – OEB Group
IV LDC – is good example
• LDC Board brought report to
council recommending
considering options
• New first term Mayor willing to
consider merger or sale to
enhance performance
• Three former Mayors, including
incumbent defeated in previous
election, and former CAO and
LDC Superintendent went public
in opposition
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2) Cooperative arrangements among LDCs
• Cornerstone Hydro Electric Concepts – 13 small LDCs totaling
105,000 customers – started in 2010
• GridSmartCity Cooperative – 10 mid-size LDCs totaling 500K
customers – started in 2013
• Objectives are lower costs from pooled activities and potential to
earn revenues from shared services
• Mutual agreement and participation hurdles are the execution
challenge in any business cooperative
• Legal agreements provide some protections, but some members
may choose to sell or merge
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Cooperatives and LDC cost savings
• LDC efficiencies are
available across the
board – OM&A, Capex,
interest, etc.
• Administration averages
59% of total municipal
LDC OM&A, with many
much higher costs –
$575M of $976M
• LDCs with higher O&M
spend are generally rural

Administration and O&M % Split – all LDCs

% Administration / customer

% O&M / customer

• Biggest source of Administration cost savings is billing & collection
• No cooperative has yet tackled the big cost saving issues
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Source: 2012 OEB Yearbook.

3) One large or predominant LDC – Hydro One
• Hydro One Networks’ corporate strategy
– CEO outlined strategy to Woodstock City Council on March 6th*
– SVP Customer Service did same to Haldimand County Council Dec. 10th

• Claims Hydro One is small by North American standards
– Ontario will be better off if Hydro One takes over other LDCs
– Claims scale efficiency for Hydro One in acquisitions
– States just 10-15% savings from acquisition of 87 small LDCs in 2000

• Rejects ODSP recommendations
– Did its own analysis, but has not made its critique of ODSP public
– Complaint about regional LDCs is 10 CEOs, 10 back offices, etc.
– No explanation how customers or regulator holds one large LDC to
account if there are no Ontario benchmarks
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* NB: The Woodstock Council meeting video is on-line at:
http://www.rogerstv.com/page.aspx?rid=15&lid=237&gid=126737

Does one large LDC reduce management

• Hydro One right-sized staff through outsourcing & executive
downsizing over 2002 to 2004
• Number of senior executives relatively flat since – averaging 26
• Number of “Directors” went from 32 in 2004 to 62 in 2013
• Number of “Managers” went from 129 in 2004 to 436 in 2013
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Source: Ministry of Finance, Salary Disclosure 2001-2013.

Does one large LDC control total employment
• Hydro One Inc. grew
from 3,933 regular
employees in 2002 to
5,811 in 2012
• 48% increase in 10
years – now at its
highest point ever
• Figure does not include
770 employees moved
to Ingergi in 2002
• Figure does not account
for contract and parttime employees
Source: Hydro One Inc. Annual Reports. NB: Hydro One Networks is the overwhelming majority of Hydro One
Inc. employees. In 2012, for example, Hydro One Networks had 5,456 regular employees, meaning there were
355 regular employees in the rest of HOI and its businesses. (Source: SEDAR Filings). Data does not include
contract and temporary employees.
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Does one large LDC reduce rates
Hydro One Acquired LDCs 1998 vs. 2013

Hydro One Rates Pitch 2014

• Hydro One’s 87 acquired LDCs from 2000, despite being small urban
communities, mostly got its rural rates – much higher than other LDCs
• Small number that got “urban” rate have higher rates than other LDCs
• Hydro One’s acquisition pitch in 2014 depends on getting a second
urban rate from OEB, despite the existing urban rate
• Hydro One offered new urban rate to Haldimand and Norfolk despite
them being among the most rural LDCs in Ontario
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4) Regional LDCs
• Favoured by Ontario Distribution Sector Panel
• Objective is to merge municipal and provincial LDCs into logical
regions so as to gain efficiencies without millstone of purchase
premiums
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Where ODSP faltered
• Problem – unrealistic
timeframe for “voluntary”
multiparty deals with
“carrot” of market value
transactions
• Missed milestones meant
mandatory consolidation
at book value – “stick”
created appearance of
confiscation
• Solution – needed appropriate valuations, with evidence of
enhanced shareholder and customer value
• Needed market-based drivers like permitting higher rate of return for
consolidating into LDCs with scale economies
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Where do the Ontario parties stand on LDCs
• Liberal Party
– No forced consolidation, only voluntary; efficiencies needed
– Appointed advisory council to “optimize the full value” of Hydro One
– Complications: May impede area or regional consolidations involving
Hydro One; results in business as usual for other LDCs

• Progressive Conservative Party
– Privatize Hydro One with voluntary consolidation for others – states too
many small LDCs*
– Complications: Privatizing Hydro One makes area or regional
consolidation less likely; results in business as usual for all LDCs, but
less chance of removing duplication of effort

• New Democratic Party
– Merge Hydro One, OPG, IESO and OPA for efficiencies
– Complications: Result is business as usual for all LDCs and little
likelihood of Hydro One participation in consolidation
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* Source: Paths to Prosperity (2012)

Horizon – low cost, low rates, high returns

• Horizon welcomes like minded utility partners seeking to balance
needs of customers, shareholders, and communities
• Horizon has been able to achieve low average controllable costs
and revenue per customer matched with high shareholder returns
• Contributing to the sustainability of our communities
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Horizon – efficiency in planning & scheduling
• Horizon manages over 500
projects annually
• Old process had 17 or more
sub-processes and 750
individual activities
• New seamless process
based on iPass
• Two-year implementation –
works on ‘one team, one
process’ philosophy
• Efficiency results have
been significant –
productivity gains in
available time / hours
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Horizon – grid renewal & modernization path
• Smart Metering – completed
• Substation automation –
completed in 2013
• Feeder automation – ongoing
• GIS (Geographic Information
System) whole system renewal
completed in 2014 – Intergraph
• OMS (Outage Management
System) whole new system
completed in 2015 – Intergraph
• AMI (Advanced Metering
Infrastructure) integrated to
OMS/GIS in 2016
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Horizon – energy mapping CDM innovation
• How can a utility deliver CDM to
customers in need with greater
effectiveness and efficiency?
• Horizon Utilities’ energy mapping
pilot combines major data bases –
customer, property attribute, georeference and customer
demographic data
• Key output is kWh / m2
• Creates ability to target market
customers with precision and use
financial resources more wisely
Energy Intensity (kWh / m2)
all Buildings – Hamilton &
St. Catharines
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Horizon – smart growth connection program

• Horizon now first utility in Canada to develop promote smart growth or
infill development as a business strategy
• New connection policy only includes “expansion” and “incremental
operating cost” in calculations – no longer system “enhancements”
• Created database of vacant properties with 20+ utility variables,
including Horizon assets, customer assets, station capacity, etc.
• Result – businesses can find buildings with little or no direct costs and
valuable customer-owned assets – low startup costs
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Smart growth. Smart grid. Smart communities.
• Horizon is working to overlay its
smart grid plans on smart growth
municipal objectives, contributing its
part to smart communities of the
future
• Welcome like-minded other LDCs
seeking to build a great company on
a platform large enough to take full
advantage of combined company
strengths
• Contribute to shareholder
communities being great places to
live and work through focus on
innovation and community
sustainability
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